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The Fiji Islands 

Cruising in Fiji waters offers many of those once-in-a-lifetime moments. You may experience remote 
and uninhabited islands, stretching reefs, exhilarating diving, plentiful fishing, a range of cultural 
experiences and you will still leave wishing to cruise further and explore more…just to the next 
island…and the island after that….. 

There are so many reasons to cruise the idyllic waters of Fiji. It is one of the warmest, friendliest 
nations on earth and caters to cruisers looking for adventure, time out, experiences with locals, and 
isolated cruising. Fiji is a nation comprising 322 islands in 18,376 square kilometers of the Pacific 
Ocean. The islands range from being large and volcanic with high peaks and lush terrain, to atolls so 
small they peak out of the warm aqua water only when the tide recedes. 

The islands range from being large and volcanic with high peaks and lush terrain to atolls so small 
they peak out of the warm aqua water when the tide recedes. 
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Yasawa & Mamanuca Islands 

   

 

White sand beaches and protected cruising 

The Yasawa and Mamanuca Islands are the closest cruising ground to the international airport. A departure 

from Port Denarau  (which is only 20 minutes from Nadi international airport) will see you at Malolo Island, the 

southern-most in the Yasawa/Mamanuca chain of islands, in a couple of hours. 

This chain of islands and reefs is strung out over 80 nautical miles from Malolo to Yasawa-I-Ra-ra. Most of the 

traveling is inside of the reefs with short passages between many good anchorages and fine beaches. The 

climate is reliably very sunny being situated on the “dry” side of Fiji. You are likely to see a few boats but the 

area is still pristine with easy, safe diving and very good snorkelling. Diving is good for novice to moderately 

experienced divers. It's a great area for guests that do not like open water at all. 

There are a few small boutique resorts in the Mamanuca’s where you can hire jet skies, go parasailing have a 

Spa and do the usual resort things. When you have cruised as far as the most southern island of the Yasawas 

- Waya Island – from there on Northward up the island chain there are some small backpacker places hidden 

away on some of the islands. In the famous Blue Lagoon anchorage about midway up the chain is Turtle 

Island resort (where the film Blue Lagoon was made), a new resort on Nanuya Lailai and in the far north on 

Yasawa Island there is Yasawa Lodge. That's about it… 

One can easily cruise for 7-10 days in the Yasawa/Mamanuca’s and find something of interest for everyone. 

Beaching, hiking, kayaks, snorkelling, diving, fishing, cultural village visits and mekes, and water sports. Most 

villages will put on a meke (Fijian Dancing) for guests on very short notice. This is very informal and not 

considered a tourist venue. The beaches are magnificent.  Whiter and more dramatic the further north you go; 

Yasawa Island being the very best. Just miles of white sand, nobody there except for a few villages and 

Yasawa Lodge Resort tucked away, almost invisible in amongst the palms. 

At Nanuya Lailai Island half way up the Yasawa we can organize a private lovo on the beach for your guests. 

This is the Fijian way of cooking food on hot rocks buried in the ground. Va the lady who assists will weave 

coconut frond baskets to hold the food, which is placed on the heated rocks, covered with banana leaves and 

more coconut fronds, buried for a few hours and comes out tender, juicy, flavoured with the grated coconut. 

Yagona or Kava drinking, Fijian singing to guitars and ukuleles provide a musical delight under the stars. 

Really a great night out Fiji style! We used to take our guitars and ukuleles and of course the full bar for the 

guests. I guess this is the nearest thing to a night club but South Pacific style! More on Kava drinking later... 

At the southern end of Yasawa Island are the famous Sawa-i-lau caves which are worth a visit. You can hire a 

guide from the village to show you the entrance into the underwater caves. Take torches, masks and snorkels! 

The lagoon at Sawa-i-lau is just great for exploring with kayaks, and the snorkelling is very good off the caves 
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Beqa and Kadavu Islands 

   

This area, which is about 80nm south and east of Port Denarau, is just a fabulous cruise for those who are 
interested in serious diving. If you pick your guests up in Pacific Harbour which is about 2-3 hours by taxi or air 
conditioned bus from Nadi airport, then the only open water passage is 40nm between Beqa and the North 
Astrolabe lagoon in Kadavu. Actually it's only about 20 nm of open water from NE Beqa to Usbourne passage, 
the entrance into the North Astrolabe lagoon before you enter into the lee of the Kadavu reefs. Guests can 
also fly into Vunisea, the main village on the north western side of mainland Kadavu. There is a small market 
in Vunisea, Government stations and a medical centre.  

Beqa 

The Beqa area is renowned for its splendid soft coral dives; the easy diving is around about 60ft and there are 
numerous sites to choose from. The famous bull shark dive and the terrific white water rafting experience in 
the nearby highlands on the main island are two of the highlights and not to be missed. Beqa is also home to 
the famous Beqa Fire walkers who can walk bare footed on blazing hot rocks! The Royal Davui is a small up 
market friendly resort on a small island in the lagoon and is worth a visit for a snorkels and a wreck dive. 
Although a move to a more protected anchorage is best for the night. Prior permission to visit the island is 
appreciated. The surf is very good at Frigate passage and the fishing in the Beqa channel can be productive, 
hooking yellow fin tuna, Wahoo and Walu. See Beqa adventure divers, www.fiji-sharks.com for an insight into 
the bull shark dive, highly recommended, and Rivers Fiji (www.riverfiji.com) who run a fantastic day trip into 
the interior and a fun-rafting trip down the gorges and rivers. We have taken guests on all the different river 
trips and they are all great fun! Stop at villages on the way; cool off under waterfalls and take home a DVD of 
the whole experience. We can organise a private trip for owners and guests with some lead in time. Tiny Lalati 
resort in Malumu Bay is also a friendly location inside one of the best anchorages on the NE side of Beqa. 

Kadavu 

North Astrolabe lagoon is close to some of the greatest diving in Fiji. Here you will see large pelagics, 
schooling barracudas, turtles, manta rays, and stunning coral. A sevu sevu of Yagona must be presented to 
the chief village, Dravuni before any diving/cruising can be done in the area. There is a fee charged for diving 
the north astrolabe which is under the qoliqoli fishing rights of Dravuni Village. How much, is hard to say as 
talks are in progress. 

We used to pay $200 irrespective of the number of divers and for as long as we wanted to stay in the area. 
There are some nice beaches in the Astrolabe Lagoon mainly at Dravuni, Yaukuve Levu and Namara 
(deserted island) and there are a few dive resorts further west on the island of Ono and mainland Kadavu. 
People are friendly and welcoming in the villages. All this is well off the tourist route. There are great waterfalls 
on the southern side of the main Kadavu Island in Kadavu Village and fantastic diving and surfing at the most 
western end of the main island at Cape Washington. Wonderful diving on the Namalata reefs to the north of 
Vunisea and here as always you would really need local knowledge to hit the best diving and the right time to 
dive the sites. The southern side of the main island of Kadavu is also great diving so depending on the 
weather you have some wonderful choices. As always, it pays to carry a dive guide who will also see that the 
Sevusevu are made in the accepted manner. All Fijian Protocol is therefore managed without any worries for 
the owners, Captains and guests. The Village at Cape Washington is one of the best at putting on a traditional 
Meke. (Fijian Dancing) They are very easy to deal with and even though you pay a small fee for diving and 
surfing it is all really targeted to put more services into the village and help with the children's education. We 
have always donated school supplies and medical supplies where ever we went. There is a great tiny surf 
resort called Naigiagia on the island off Cape Washington. The owners and staff are very friendly and will point 
you in the right direction. A very small fee is charged for diving and surfing. Sevusevu needs to be made in the 
village of Nabukalevuira.  

http://www.fiji-sharks.com/
http://www.riverfiji.com/
http://www.riverfiji.com/
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Taveuni, Rabi and Kioa 

   

Taveuni 

Taveuni is famous for its waterfalls and world-class dive sites like the white wall and many others on the 

famous rainbow reef. Here you need a guide, as the correct tide and current is essential to see the white coral 

flowers open on a sheer wall. 

Rabi 

In this same area visit the Rabi island dancers in Nuku for great entertainment and then the Island of Kioa for 

the best handicrafts in Fiji. The inhabitants on Rabi are Banabans from Ocean Island in Micronesia. 

Phosphate mining devastated Ocean Island, so the British bought Rabi for resettlement. Though Fiji citizens 

since 1945, they speak Gilbertese, and their lifestyle preserves age-old traditions. Their dancing is very unlike 

Fijian dancing; more Polynesian and very stimulating! A few years ago 

they put together an amazing brass band which is very professional and caused us some initial serious 

eyebrow raising as we sat in this remote anchorage miles from anywhere listening to a practice session! 

Kioa 

Kioa is an outlier to Vanua Levu, one of Fiji's two main islands. Situated opposite Buca Bay, Kioa is a freehold 

by settlers from Tuvalu, who came between 1947 and 1983. Kioa is one of two islands in Fiji populated by 

South Sea Islanders, the other being Rabi, also in the Vanua Levu Group and home to a displaced Banaban 

community. 
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Vanua Levu and Lomaiviti 

   

 
The Dive Area of Fiji 

This is the dive area of Fiji. There are numerous world class dives in the Vatuira channel, and at the fabulous 

islands of Namena, Makogai, Wakaya, and Gau. It's essential to carry a dive guide for this area and this is 

“experienced divers only” for some of the sites. However with a knowledgeable dive instructor we have found 

that even novice divers can experience the amazing dive sites without any problems. 

For serious divers this is the ultimate area for world class diving. Local knowledge is essential for many of the 

dives; you just will not see anything unless you know the right state of the tide to dive and where to find those 

Blue Ribbon eels, mantas, hammer heads, Bronze whalers!  

A brief diversion to Ovalau and the old capital Levuka is worth it for some. It's like being in a time warp with 

many buildings just as they were 100 years ago. The Royal Hotel is something out of Somerset Maugham and 

a visit to the local drinking club, the Ovalau Club, has to be part of life's, rich experiences!  

Last time we visited there was a list of locals who owed money for bar bills to the club posted on the door. 

Quite a few members were in arrears around the $27,000 mark and were still propping up the bar!!  
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Northern Lau Islands 

   

 

Very remote: Intensely Cultural, Great fishing, Fine diving 

The remote eastern group of islands, the Lau group, has to be a favourite cruising destination of all time. Over 
the years it has been very hard for visiting yachts to visit the Lau Group.  

There is absolutely no tourism and as it is very much Open Ocean sailing between the islands it is not for the 
faint hearted! Permits are hard to come by and at this present time a group of interested and knowledgeable 
locals are putting together a proposition to the present interim government to allow super yachts to charter in 
Fiji and to lessen all the bureaucracy in obtaining permits to cruise Lau.  

It has to be said that as the area is so remote tourism would have a huge impact on such a fragile ecosystem 
and on such a very culturally orientated society and would still need to be carefully monitored. 

Northern Lau Logistics 

For guests who do not want to be on board for the 180 -240nm miles passage to Northern Lau there are daily 
flights from Nadi to Taveuni or Savusavu, or special charters flights can be arranged with seaplanes and other 
operators. There are small airstrips on grass at Lomaloma on Vanuabalavu, and on a number of remote 
islands in Lau but these are not always accessible if the weather is difficult. Northern Lau is a wild, very remote 
area away from any tourist tracks, with good diving, many very cultural experiences and beautiful scenery. 
Absolutely no shops, no nightclubs, no resorts!  

Here is excellent Fishing Tuna, Mahi Mahi, Marlin, Wahoo and Walu. From a pickup in Taveuni where there are 
daily scheduled flights, the cruising is varied and as a jump off point for Lau without the expense of charter 
flights then really its only 40 nm to wind ward to Weilagilala to the NE most extremity of Lau. A nearby sand 
key with one coconut tree on it is a magic spot to view the green backed turtles that lay their eggs here in the 
middle of nowhere. This happens between October and March and if you are lucky you may see turtles both 
laying and the little ones hatching at the same time. Stand by to make sure the kasikasi (crabs) don't eat them 
before they make it to the water and freedom!  

Vanuabalavu (Long island) in northern Lau is a large island encircled by a great lagoon and reef. Called the 
Exploring Isles by the early explorer Wilkes - it is one of the most beautiful places on earth. One could cruise 
here for seven days without moving outside of the reefs. Fishing is superb. diving, kayaking, snorkeling, copra 
plantations, hikes, and with the most stunning scenery of up thrust limestone formations in the Bay of Islands 
and the Copra plantation of Nabavatu. Vanuabalavu lagoon where there is enough to do for seven days inside 
the reefs of that one huge lagoon - fishing, diving, visiting copra plantations and the famous Bay of Islands 
which are full of limestone islets. Great for swimming and caving and kayaks; mirror calm waters set the scene 
for waters sports. 

There is so much to see whilst cruising the islands of Fiji, and really, words can’t express the beauty of the 
islands. This small introduction will tempt you and once you take that initial cruise, you will be hooked!  

For further information on this piece, and on cruising Fiji, day cruises and extended overnight charters, please 
contact Mr Uri Kurop, Managing Director of Yacht Partners Fiji and Adrenalin Fiji group of companies, 
specializing in boat charter, marine and watersports services. 

email:  uri@adrenalinfiji.com    Mobile cell phone: (+679) 999 4195 

mailto:uri@adrenalinfiji.com



